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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a finite dimensional inner product space K 
which is nondegenerate (i.e., K n K ’ = 0). For a fixed Jordan basis ~8 of A, we 
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examine sets of Jordan chains in 9 which span nondegenerate subspaces. An example 
is the set of all chains in 9 of any given set of lengths. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a finite dimensional complex vector space endowed with an (in 
general indefinite) inner product [ , 1. If S is a (linear) subspace of K with 
basis Y= (sI, . . . , s,,), then the Gram matrix G(9) is defined to have 
(i, j)th entry [si, sj]. S . t IS ermed nondegenerate (nd) if S n S’ = 0, where 
S ’ = {X E K : [x, s] = 0 for all s E S} and 0 = (0). The following well- 
known result connects these concepts. 
LEMMA 1.1. S is nd * for any basis 9 of S, G(Y) is invertible. 
Proof. 
lent 
Any s E S may be written C;= 1 qsj, so s E S f’ S ’ is equiva- 
to aG(9) = 0, where (T = [(TV, cz, . . . , q]. Since s f 0 w u # 0, 
the result follows. n 
In what follows, we assume that K is nd, i.e., that K is a (finite 
dimensional) Krein space. For further information on indefinite spaces, we 
refer to [l, 3, 41. 
Let A be a self-adjoint (linear) operator on K, and let 9 be a basis of K. 
If A has matrix representation (relative to 9) in Jordan form, then 9 is 
called a Jordan basis for A. 9’ can then be split into Jordan chains Sj where 
each A(,] is represented by a single Jordan block, Bj being the linear span 
(Is) of Bj. The basis 9 is called chain-orthogonal (co) if the Bj are pairwise 
orthogonal, i.e., if Bj c B: whenever j # k. We note that the Bj are then 
nd by virtue of Lemma 1.1: in fact we have 
COROLLARY 1.2. Zf 9 is co, then BJ = C,, I Bj is nd for any index 
set J. 
If A has real spectrum, then the existence of co bases is ensured by that 
of canonical bases %?‘, i.e., where G(E’) is in so-called canonical form [4, 
$1.3.2; 5, §lOS]. In Section 5 we shall need to consider nonreal eigenvalues, 
but until then we shall use the above definition. 
* Research supported by a Canadian NSERC Operating Grant. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3. Let A = 0 on K = C2 with basis 99* = (ei, e,) and 
G(B’*) = :, _(: . [ I 
Then s* is co (and is even canonical). On the other hand, a basis 9 of the 
form (e, + e2, crei + pe,?) is certainly a Jordan basis, but it cannot be co. 
Moreover, ls(e, + ee) is degenerate, as is ls(ae, + pee) if 1 aI = 1 PI. In this 
case, then, every nontrivial sum B, is degenerate, so Corollary 1.2 fails in 
general if the basis is not co. 
The main purpose of this note is to examine which sets of chains, in a 
general Jordan basis, span nd subspaces. To simplify notation, we restrict our 
attention to nilpotent operators in Sections 2-4. In Section 2, we show that, 
for any given Jordan basis, the span L, of the chains of length 1 must be nd. 
For 1 = 1 and canonical bases that was observed in [4, p. 361: it also follows 
from Corollary 1.2. Further, for general Jordan bases we prove the following 
replacement for Corollary 1.2. 
THEOREM 2.6. Cj l I LJ is ndfor any index set J. 
In Section 3 we show that Theorem 2.6 is in a sense best possible, but we 
also discuss “definiteness” conditions on A ensuring various results “be- 
tween” Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.6. In Section 4 we discuss conditions of 
the form S f~ T ’ = 0, leading to non-Jordan subspaces which are nd. For 
example, the fact that Lzj+ 1 is nd means that the span of the “middle links” 
of the corresponding chains in 9 is nd. This reduces the size of the Gram 
matrix involved in Lemma 1.1 by a factor of 2j + 1. 
Finally, in Section 5 we discuss general self-adjoint operators A, and the 
reader may wish to turn there for a more detailed summary. Roughly, the 
results of Sections 2-4 carry over to (sums of) Jordan chains corresponding to 
real eigenvalues, with analogous results for sums of appropriate pairs of 
chains corresponding to complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs. 
We might point out that this study started as a finite dimensional step in 
the analysis of an infinite dimensional problem [2]. Following a meeting at 
Oberwolfach in 1991, the authorship and the scope of the investigation have 
grown considerably, and we believe that the present results are of sufficient 
interest to be published separately. 
2. CHAINS OF FIXED LENGTH 
Before proceeding, we recall some simplifying assumptions and notation. 
For Sections 2-4, we assume that A p = 0 for some p, so A has the single 
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eigenvalue h = 0. We write Nj = N( Aj), Rj = R( Al>, with N = N,, R = R,. 
From the above assumption, K = N,, where p is the maximal chain length in 
some (and therefore in any) Jordan basis. We fix a Jordan basis composed of 
chains (xii, . . . , 
xii E R, and 
xii,) of lengths Zi, where the links xij satisfy xi1 E N, 
Aqj = Xi j_1 (1 <j < Zi). (2.1) 
Thus, in our previous notation, 
L, = Is(Xjj: 1 <j < zi = I}. 
We need three lemmas in preparation for our basic nd result. 
LEMMA 2.1. If S is an A-invariant subspace, then S is nd w S n 
S'nN=O. 
Proof. j is trivial, so suppose 0 # T := S n S I. Since A is self- 
adjoint, S ’ is A-invariant, and hence so is T. Thus if y is an eigenvector for 
AIT, then y E T n N. n 
For any index set J, we use the notation LI = Cj E I Lj. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zfx E N, n Lj then x E 1st~~~ :Z, EJ, n G i}. 
Proof. Let x = CikEj Ckk=r aknxkn, so 0 = A”x = C1,E,Cn>i 
aknXk,n-i, whence akn = 0 for n > i. n 
The following consequence will be useful at several points. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Lj n Ni c Rjpi ifj > i. 
Proof. If n < i then n + j - i <j, so xk,, = Aj-iXk,n+j_i E Rj_i if 
I, = j. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2. n 
Our final preparatory lemma is as follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. R, c Ck, 1 L,. 
Proof. XER[ * 
x EA’CL~ sAIC L, (since L, c Nk ) 
k k>l 
G CLk (since AL, 2 Lk) . 
k>l 
n 
We are now ready for a basic result on nd subspaces. 
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THEOREM 2.5. For each I, L, is nd. 
Proof. If x E L, n Lf I-IN, then by Corollary 2.3 x E R,_ i = Nl? I , so 
x I L, c Nk for k < 1. Clearly x _L L,, and moreover x _L L, f~ NI for 
k>l,since N=Rl and L, n Nl c R by Corollary 2.3. Thus 
1 i 
XE c Lk + c Lk n Nl = N,' = R,. 
k=l k>l 
By Lemma 2.4, x E Ck < 1 L,, so x E L, gives x = 0, and the result follows 
from Lemma 2.1. w 
This result enables us to derive an improvement promised in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.6. Lj is nd for any index set J. 
Proof. We use induction on the number I/ I of elements of J. When 
Ij] = 1, the result follows from Theorem 2.5, so assume the result for index 
sets with less than IJ] 1 e ements. Let j have minimal element j, and write 
M = J \ {j}; let Y = Lj 
(=k,>. . . , .$I,) 
and Z = L,W with bases of chains ( yii, . . . , yjj) and 
respectively, so each 1, >j. 
Let x E L, n L; nN, so by Lemma 2.2, x = Ci ail yii + Ck Pklzkl. If 
=0 for each i, then XEznzl, 
r$othesis. If (Y,~ 
which equals 0 by the inductive 
+ 0, say,_then_ We Write Zj-,,, = ZJnn + & &lZkm/(Y,l and 
Yirrr = yin, for i f n, with Y = Lj as the span of the qim (for all i and m). It 
is easy to see that the Qim and the zky form a new Jordan basis for AILl and 
x = Ci ail Q1i E ij fl L:, which equals 0 by Theorem 2.5. Thus Ll n 
L; n N = 0, and the result follows from Lemma 2.1. n 
3. JORDAN SUBSPACES 
By a Jordan subspace we mean the 1s of a set of chains in a Jordan basis. 
We define the sign of the chain (xii,. . . , xi,), where 1 = Zi, as sgn[ xii, xii]; 
the sign is defined only if [xii, xii] # 0. For a canonical basis, the set of all 
chain signs is called the sign characteristic in [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
Is(e) is nd. 
Let ‘8 be a chain (x,, . . . , x1). Then e has a sign - 
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Proof. If j + k < 1, then as in (2.1) 
[“j> 'kl = ['j, Axk+l ] = [ Axj, xk+l] = xj_1, xk+l = *-a 
= [Ax,, Xj,k] = 0. 
Similarly, if j + k = 1 + 1 then [ xj, xk] = [xi, x1] = 6, say. Thus the Gram 
matrix G(g) has determinant 6l, and the result follows from Lemma 1.1. n 
DEFINITION 3.2. 1 is a definite chain length if for some co basis, all 
chains of length 1 have equal sign. 1 is in&finite if it is not definite. 
The next result shows, in particular, that “some” can be replaced by 
“every” in Definition 3.2, so it does not matter which co basis is used. 
LEMMA 3.3. 1 is a definite chain length - for every Jordan basis, all 
chains of length 1 have the same sign. 
Proof. = is trivial, so assume that 1 is definite with respect to a co basis 
Ccjla *. .) cjl,), j E 1, and let (xii,. . . , xii) be any chain for A. By Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.4, xii = XII a l ajlcjl for some ajl E C. By chain orthogonality, 
since cji E N and cjk E R = N ’ if lj > k. If crjI = 0 whenever lj = 1, then 
Xii = c l , l ajlcjl E R, so in fact crni 
result follows directly. 
# 0 for some n with 1, = 1, and the 
H 
We can now improve Theorem 2.5 at the expense of assuming 1 to be a 
definite chain length. 
THEOREM 3.4. lf S is the 1s of any set of chains (xjl, . . . , xjl), j E J, of 
definite length 1 (in any fixed Jordan basis), then S is nd. 
Proof. If r,ESf7SSI nN, then by Lemma 2.2, xi = Cj aj13c,i for 
some czji E C. Writing x1 = Cj al,ixjl, we have [xi, ~~1 = 0, whence xi = 0 
by Lemma 3.3. The result now follows from Lemma 2.1. n 
REMARK 3.5. To clarify Definition 3.2, we introduce the (perhaps degen- 
erate) inner products defined by [x, ylr = [x, A’-iy], 1 < 1 < m + 1, with 
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corresponding Gram matrices G,(a). For a given Jordan basis satisfying (2.1), 
we write 
x, = {Xii : zi = I}. (3.1) 
Noting from (2.1) that 
(3.2) 
we see that the conditions of Lemma 3.3 are equivalent to [ , 11-definiteness 
of ls( X,), i.e., to definiteness of G,( X,). 
The following example illustrates some of the ideas so far. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let K = C3 with basis 99 = (h,, b,, b,) and 
G(9)-[-i -j i]. 
Let A = 0, so K = L,. Then K is nd but ls(b,, b,) is not, by Lemma 1.1. 
Thus by Theorem 3.4, I = 1 is indefinite; this also follows from Remark 3.5 
and indefiniteness of G,(9) = G(9). Note that each chain (b,) has the 
same sign, so Lemma 3.3 fails if we replace “every” by “some” (or if we 
replace “co” by “Jordan” in Definition 3.2). 
The existence of a degenerate subspace of L, in Example 3.6 is a special 
case of the following (rather strong) converse of Theorem 3.4. Let n(Z) 
denote the number of chains of length 1 in some (and therefore every) Jordan 
basis for A. 
THEOREM 3.7. Zf 1 is indefinite and n < n(Z), then for any Jordan 
basis there is a degenerate Jordan subspace of L, spanned by n linearly 
independent chains. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, L, is nd, so we choose a canonical basis of L, 
consisting of chains gi = (xii, . . . , xii), 1 < i Q n(l). Since two chains (say 
gj and q) must have opposite signs, we may assume 
Defining yk = rik + x+, 1 <k <I, we obtain a chain %?,, = (yr,..., yI> 
with no sign. Then the 1s of ZYO and any n - 1 of the other %$ ( p + j, k) is 
degenerate. W 
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Theorems 2.7 and 3.7 show that, in certain directions, Theorem 2.5 is 
optimal. In other directions we have improved Theorem 2.5, for example to 
Theorems 2.6 and 3.4, and the following result combines these ideas. Let 9 
denote the set of indefinite chain lengths. 
THEOREM 3.8. If, in a Jordan basis, 9 is any set of chains of definite 
lengths, and J cUe, then Is(g) + L, is nd. Conversely, if 0 <j(Z) < n(Z) 
for each chain length 1 and 0 <j(Zi) < n(li> for some Zi EY, then there is a 
degenerate A-invariant subspace Cl S,, where S, is the Is of j(Z) chains of 
length 1. 
The proof follows the lines of Theorems 2.6 and 3.7, and will be omitted. 
4. NON-JORDAN SUBSPACES 
Let %Y = (xi,. . . , x,) be a chain. According to Lemma 1.1, is(g) is nd iff 
the Z X 1 determinant of G(F) is nonzero, and Lemma 3.1 reduces this to 
the scalar test [xi, x1] # 0. In this section, we shall give versions of the above 
reduction for spans of several chains. 
Initially, we fix 1, and if 1 < j < 1, then we define the complementary 
index j’ = 1 + 1 -j. If the chains gi = (xii,. . . , xi2) form a basis of L, and 
if M = Is{~~ : i E J} is a Jordan subspace of L,, then we write Mj = Is{x,~ : 
i E /} for the span of the jth links of the chains et in M. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf M is nd, then Mj f~ M/ = 0 for each j, 1 < j < 1. 
Proof. If 0 # xj E Mj f~ M.? then xj = Ci ~ CY x . Writing xk = 
c,,, cqXik> 
h 
we obtain a chain (’ xi, . . . , xl). Similar y, i “j i’ eat h y1 E Ml gener- 
ates a c am (yi, . . . , yl), and 
h ~11 = iA%> yl] = [x,, Ayl] = [x,, Y~_~] = ... = [xj, yj,] = 0. 
(4.1) 
Since M, G R = N 1 for k < 1, we have [xi, yk] = 0 so xi E M n M I. n 
If M = L,, then we write Llj for Mj, and from Theorem 2.5 we conclude 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
1 = 2j + 1 then L 
L,j n L& = 0 for each j, 1 <j < Z. In particular, if 
lJ 
is nd. 
As we shall see from Theorem 4.3, the converse of Lemma 4.1 holds too, 
so the direct test that L, is nd (via Lemma 1.1) has been “reduced’ by a 
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factor of I, in the following sense. Lemma 1.1 involves nonsingularity of an 
In(Z) X In(Z) matrix with entries [xik, x,,] where Zi = 1, = 1. A similar 
argument shows that the condition L,] n Lb, = 0 of Corollary 4.2 holds if 
and only if the n(f) x n(Z) matrix with entries [xi], xmj,] is nonsingular. 
Remark 3.5 concerns the case when this matrix is definite for j = 1, j’ = 1. 
Our next result is an analogue for index sets J c {1,2, . . . , 1). We write J’ 
for the complementary index set {j’ : j E J} and 
Mj= cMj. 
.iEl 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf J c {1,2, . . . , I), then M is nd e MI n M,+ = 0. 
Proof. -: Suppose x1 E M n M ’ n N, and let j be the minimal 
element of 1. If k’ E J’ and yk, E M,,, we construct chains (xi,. . . , xl) and 
(yi,..., y1) as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Noting that k ’ + j - 1 = Z - 
(k -j> =G I, we find as for (4.1) that 
Thus xj E M, n Mlf = 0 whence xi = 0 and the result follows from 
Lemma 2.1. 
* : As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we use induction on ]I]: for ]J] = 1, 
the result follows from Lemma 4.1. Let j be the maximal element of J and 
L. =J\ljJ, so J’ 
and y E M,. 
= L’ U {j’). Let x = x,~ + y E Ml n MI’, where xi E M, 
Since M, c Nj_ 1, 
if yjr E Mjr then 
it follows that Mjf 2 R,_jS = Rim1 = N,?, c M,‘. Thus 
O = Ix> Yj’l = [xj> Yj’l + [Y, Yj’l = Lxj> Yj'], 
since y E M,. It follows that xj E Mj n Mj’, which equals 0 by Lemma 
4.1. Since M,’ c ML+, we conclude that x = y E M, n MI,+. Thus by the 
inductive hypothesis, x = 0 and the proof is complete. n 
If we call an index set J symmetric when J = J’, then we have the 
following 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let J be symmetric. Then M is nd * M, is nd. 
This enables us to build new nd subspaces via Theorems 2.5 and 3.4. 
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Actually these results may be extended to variable chain lengths as in 
Theorem 2.6 (or, more generally, Theorem 3.8). Moreover, the index sets 
may also be chain-dependent: in other words, both li and Ii may depend on 
the chains ‘@ in M, complementary indices being defined by j’ = .Zi + 1 - j. 
These results involve more notation, but no new ideas, and will be omitted. 
5. GENERAL SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 
From now on, we consider a Jordan basis 9’ for a general self-adjoint 
operator A on K. The 1s of the chains in 9’ corresponding to an eigenvalue A 
of A is called the root subspace at h, and is denoted by S(A). If A is real, 
then Sections 2-4 apply d’ nectly to the nilpotent self-adjoint operator (A - 
AZ)IS(Aj on S(A) (which is well known to be nd), and we have the following 
THEOREM 5.1. For each fixed real eigenvalue A of A, the results of 
Sections 2-4 carry over verbatim to the chains in S(A). 
REMARK 5.2. When A is nonreal, Theorem 5.1 needs modifying, since 
S(A) is degenerate [indeed, it is well known that S(A) is neutral, i.e., 
G(S(A)) = 01. Thus Theorem 2.5 fails, and even though results like Theorem 
4.3 are valid for S(A), they are vacuous. 
In what follows we use the following constructions. It is well known that 
the numbers and lengths of Jordan chains coincide for S(A) and S(A), in any 
Jordan basis 9%‘. Thus if we write P(A) = S(A) + S(A), then 9’ n P(A) can 
be grouped into chnin pairs gj = (ei, el’i’> where pi [E’; 1 is a chain in S(A) 
[S(A)], and gi, %‘: have the same length Zi, say. The 1s of the 9i satisfying 
li = I will be denoted by P,(A). 
We can now state our analogue of Theorem 5.1 for nonreal eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 5.3. For the chains in P(A) with A = (Y + ip, where CY, p 
are real and p # 0: 
(i) the results of Sections 2 and 4 carry over with “chains” replaced by 
“chain pairs” (e.g., L, is replaced by P,(A) and in Section 4 the indices j and 
k run from 1 to 21); 
(ii) Theorem 3.7 carries over provided each chain length 1 is viewed as 
indefinite, n(A) being the number of chains in 9’ n P,(A). 
REMARK. The “chain pair” analogue of Corollary 4.2 involves M = P,(A), 
not IL,, and since now 1 < j < 2 I, the final sentence should be omitted from 
this result. 
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Proof. We need one technical result first. Although it is elementary, we 
include a proof for the reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let B be an n X n Jordan block with eigenvalue i/3 
(p f 0). Then th e or n arm of C = B2 + p21 consists of one nilpotent J da f 
block. 
Proof. If D = B - ibZ then dim N(D) = 1 and D"- ’ # 0 = D”. 
Moreover B + ibl is nonsingular, and hence so is (B + ibZ)“- ‘. Thus, 
dim N(C) = dim N((B + ibZ)D) = 1, 
C”-’ = (B + ibZ)“-‘D”-l f 0, 
C” = (B + ibZ)“D” = 0. n 
Applying Lemma 5.4 to B = A - al, restricted to each chain in turn, we 
see that the chains in P(A) form a J or d an basis for the root subspace of 
C = B” + P ‘1 (at eigenvztlue zero). Thus Section 2 applies directly to the 
nilpotent self-adjoint operator C 1 p(ij on P(A) (which is well known to be nd). 
In particular, this application of Theorem 2.5 shows that P,(h) is nd for 
each I, and so we can find a canonical basis [4, $1.3.2; 5, §lOS] for A, 
restricted to P,(h). In such a basis, distinct chain pairs are orthogonal, and 
by Remark 5.2 the 1s of each chain is degenerate. The required version of 
Theorem 3.7 is now immediate. 
We now indicate appropriate amendments (based on the fact that A - AZ 
is the adjoint of A - AZ> to the proof of Lemma 4.1. We start with 
0 # xj E Mj n M.h, and if j < I and ynl E M,,, then we generate chain 
pairs (x,,..., xpl i and (yi, . . . , ysl). An easy computation gives [xi, ~~~1 = 
0 instead of (4.1), while [x,, yj] = 0 for Z <j < 21, since R(A - AZ) = 
[N(A - AZ)]l. Moreover, [x1, yj] = 0 for 1 <j Q 1 by Remark 5.2, so 
x,EMnM’ as before. If j > 1, then we interchange A with A, so this 
time, x[+ r E M f’ M I. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is amended similarly. n 
In conclusion we note the well-known fact that S(h) and S( p) are 
orthogonal if A # p, so if we write P(h) = S(A) for real A, then all the P(A) 
are pairwise orthogonal. This permits “global” versions of our previous 
results, with the chains not restricted to individual eigenvalues. For example, 
we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A. (j E J) b e a set of eigenvalues (not necessarily 
distinct) for A, and let lj d e a chain length at 5. Given a Jordan basis 9’ for 
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A, let 5 denote the chains of length 1, in LB n P(A,). Then ls(q : j E J) 
is nd. 
This result generalizes Theorem 2.6 (and its analogues in Theorems 5.1 
and 5.3). “Global” versions of Theorems 3.4, 3.8, and 4.2 are also possible 
and will be left to the reader. 
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